Relevant aspects regarding the
characteristics of the parents and progenies
for artificial hybridization of soybean
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ABSTRACT. Genetic improvement of soybean involves various
biometric techniques and genomic tools. Controlled hybridization is
an indispensable tool of the researcher; however, considering the
complexity of the process, floral sensitivity and a strong effect of
environmental conditions, the procedure is difficult to control. The
objective of this work was to define the optimal periods for artificial
hybridization of soybean, in order to maximize the number of seeds
formed, and to understand the relationships between the agronomic
characteristics of the parents and progenies. The study was carried
out in Campos Borges, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, during the
agricultural years of 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. The
crosses were made during the initial period of flowering of the
culture in the greenhouse, totaling 498 directed crosses. There was
considerable variability in the number of crosses successfully made,
in seed number and viability, and in the crossing index. The
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efficiency of obtaining heterozygous soybean seeds was 13.8% using
planned crosses under controlled conditions. The optimum period to
maximize the number of seeds was from 8:15 to 9:45 AM, the
number of seeds being inversely proportional to the advance in the
day hours. The flower color and the growth habit of the parents
express a similar tendency as the time of the cross is determinant for
the success of this stage of breeding.
Key words: Glycine max; Soybean breeding; Controlled crossings

INTRODUCTION
Soybean (Glycine max) is one of the main cultivated leguminous species, having a
wide range of purposes in the food sector, both human and animal, and as an alternative for
the production of biodiesel (Sediyama et al., 2005). Brazil ranks as the second largest
soybean producer in the world, only behind the United States of America; 35.2 million
hectares were sown in the 2017/2018 agricultural crop year, with a Brazilian national
average productivity of 3382 kg.ha-1, with production of approximately 118.8 million tons
of grain (CONAB, 2018).
Due to the need to increase grain yield and consequently to leverage the soybean
production chain, many breeding programs are aimed at obtaining stable and adaptable
ideotypes in the diverse Brazilian soybean-growing regions. There is a a wide distribution
of this crop, with heterogeneity in the edaphoclimatic conditions that guide the development
of genotypes destined to constantly meet the needs of the consumer market; these must
present high grain yields, tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses, and be stable and
nutritionally superior (Carvalho et al., 2017).
Currently, soybean breeding programs use techniques based on genetics,
physiology, statistics, biotechnology and bioinformatics. However, the germplasm selection
process becomes crucial to the breeding program, since it is based on the definition of the
criteria for selection of the parents, hybridization techniques, size of segregating
populations, identification and selection of superior and transgressive families, as well as
the choice of the appropriate conduction method to be used; appropriate planning of this
process can minimize costs, since it isexpensive to develop superior genotypes (Alard,
1971).
Among the stages of a breeding program, the peculiarities of the hybridization
process are considered, selection of the best flowers to emasculate, characteristics of the
flower in terms of size and coloring, as well as the definition of the best time of the day for
performing the artificial hybridization, and that their success maximizes the number of
fertilized, formed and viable F1s seeds (Borém, 1999). This will potentiate the magnitude
of the heterozygous constitutions of the program in the crossing steps, and consequently
increase the probability of gene and allelic recombinations that result in phenotypically
superior genotypes for the characters of agronomic interest (Carvalho et al., 2017).
Procedures that elucidate the relevance of the effects of the crossing time, number
of F1 seeds produced, characteristics of the parents regarding flowers, growth habit and
relative maturity group of the parents are still scarce. Our objective was to define the
optimal periods for artificial hybridization of soybean, in order to maximize the number of
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seeds formed, and to understand the relationships between the characteristics of the parents
and the efficiency of the recombinations.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The study was carried out in Campos Borges, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, at the
geographic coordinates: 28º53'10" South and 52º59'55" West, with an altitude of 513 m,
during the agricultural years of 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. It was conducted in
a greenhouse with dimensions of 5 x 6 x 3 meters, covered by transparent plastic film with a
thickness of 200 microns.
In a standard way, in all agricultural years, the sowing of the parents was carried out
during the first fortnight of October (first epoch) and in the first fortnight of November
(second epoch), in order to allow maximum similarity between the flowering of the
contrasting parents. The seeds were sown in polyethylene containers containing 22 cm³ of
soil characterized as Dark Red Latosol (Steck, 2008), and these were arranged at depth of
three centimeters. For each container, 10 seeds of the respective parent were used. After the
establishment of the seedlings, they were submitted to thinning, leaving only three plants
suitable for growth and development. The management was performed according to the
needs of the crop, in order to minimize the biotic stressor effects in the experiment results.
Some criteria were established for the choice of the parents to be used, being: Value
per se: this criterion is based on the additive genetic fraction among the parents, that is, the
average expected value of the characters of agronomic interest. Contrasting parents are
sought to maximize the expression of the characteristics in the progeny and thus to obtain
transgressive families (Pandini et al., 1997); Genealogy of the parents: based on the a priori
knowledge of the performance of the parents focused on high grain yields, tolerance and or
resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses (Carvalho et al., 2017); Combinatorial ability: based
on the possibility of identifying and selecting a combinatorial ability between the parents;
Phenotypic markers: based on the phenotypic expression of the characteristics of agronomic
interest (Toppa and Jadoski, 2013), characters that show high heritability, are easy to
measure and are little influenced by environmental differences are searched (Vernetti and
Vernetti Junior, 2009).
According to these criteria, flower color (FC), growth habit (GH) and relative
maturity group (MG) were selected as the main contrasting descriptors to differentiate the
parents and evaluate the effects on the hybrid combinations. The FC is expressed in the
colors white (allele w1) and purple (allele W1); it can be defined as a qualitative character
where any change in its tonality is due to the minimal effects of the growing environment;
the GH is present in allelic forms of complete dominance (DT gene), which represents the
indeterminate growth habit, and the recessive allelic forms (dt gene) represent the
determined growth habit, as for the semi-determined growth habit comes from epistatic
actions and expression of the DT2 gene (Bernard, 1972; Thompson et al., 1997; Vernetti
and Vernetti Junior, 2009) As regards the MG, it is defined according to the sequence of
short days and critical photoperiod for the beginning of flowering of the genotypes, thus, the
maturation groups used correspond to 4.8; 5.2; 5.3; 5.4; 5.5; 5.6; 5.8; 5.9; 6.0; 6.1; 6.2; 6.3;
6.4; 6.5; 6.6; 6.7 e 6.8.

Procedures involved in the hybridization of soybean
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Flower selection: it was opted to use flowers located on the main stem of the plant
(flowers to be emasculated), from where the pollen donor flowers were collected.
Emmasculation: emasculation consists of the removal of the male androceutic
(fillets and anthers) of the hermaphrodite flower, it is recommended that the gyneum remain
intact, so as not to compromise the fertilization and the formation of the hybrid seeds. This
procedure stands out due to the mechanism of cleistogamy, where stigma fertilization
occurred prior to exposure and opening of the petals, and it is vital to identify the specific
emasculation point to prevent self-fertilization.
Pollen collection: it was carried out using three flowers located in the branches of
the paternal genitor, aiming to minimize the heterogeneity of the pollen maturity and the
opening of the anthers.
Pollination: This procedure occurs in the emasculated flowers, where the pollen
(paternal genitor) is placed on the stigma (maternal parent), using extra-fine needles and
tweezers.
Identification of the cross: based on the simple genealogy used in the crossing, for
this, a numerical sequence was used representing the parents, date and time of the crossing.

Measured characters
Time of crossing (HC): identification of the exact moment of the crossing, result in
units of hour.
Number of seeds formed (NSF): the counting of the magnitude of viable seeds
formed at the crossing was evidenced, resulting in units.
Index of establishment (IE): the ratio between the number of legumes formed with
viable seeds and the magnitude of crosses made per agricultural year, results as percentages.
The data obtained were submitted to the diagnosis of discrepant values for the
characters of interest. Afterwards, they were submitted to frequency analysis in order to
identify the formation of phenotype classes. Then, the linear correlation was calculated, in
order to determine the trend of association between the characters, with the significance
based on the t-test at 5% probability. The phenotypic matrix was submitted to the mean
Euclidean algorithm where the genetic distances matrix was elaborated, stratifying the
tendencies for flower color, growth habit and the relative maturation group of the soybean.
Subsequently, dendrograms were elaborated to show the dissimilarity of the sources of
variation based on the Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmatic Mean (UPGMA)
and the relative contribution of the characters to the differentiation of the studied sources of
variation. The statistical analyzes were performed in the software Genes (Cruz, 2013) and
Rbio (Bhering, 2017).

RESULTS
The results obtained in this study comprised six agricultural years with
hybridizations, totaling 498 directed crosses (Table 1), according to the needs and criteria
previously defined by the research, in order to increase variability, using contrasting
parents. We observed considerable variability in the number of successful crosses, seed
number and viability, as well as effects on the crossing index of establishment (IE). This
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variability is due to different abiotic and biotic factors, acting in a singular, synergistic or
antagonistic way.
Table 1. Hybridizations of soybean performed in the agricultural years of 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
and 2018 based on the number of crosses performed (NC), viable crosses that generated heterozygous seeds
F1s (NP), and index of establishment (IE), performed through the relationship between number of crosses
performed and heterozygous F1 seeds formed.
Agricultural years
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
Total

NC
034
218
065
059
071
051
498

NP
03
32
08
03
17
06
69

IE
08.82
14.67
12,30
05.08
23.94
11.76
13.85

* All procedures followed standard protocol in the six-year agricultural study.

The growing environment comprises many disturbing and potentially disturbing
traits acting throughout the soybean growth and development process under artificial
conditions. The incidence of solar radiation, water deficits and temperature and air relative
humidity fluctuations are characterized as potentially disturbing actions where the
researcher can act subtly to minimize its effects. The incidence of diseases, insect pests and
nutritional deficiencies may be easier to control through preventive actions when soybean is
grown in a protected environment (Hartman et al., 2005).
The phenotypic expression of the characters of agronomic interest is due to the
ability of the genotype to express its genetic constitution against the influences of the
environment during the soybean cycle. However, intrinsic characteristics of the genotype
such as growth habit, relative maturation group and flower color are considered qualitative,
with high heritability, low environmental effects, discrete distribution, few formed
phenotype classes and abrupt intervals, being considered as phenotypic markers necessary
for the selection of parents and superior progenies. In this context, it is crucial to understand
the relationships between the parent plants and the ability to donate and receive pollen,
tolerance to artificial hybridization, sporophytic and gametophytic compatibility, as well as
viability of the heterozygous seeds produced (Carvalho et al., 2017).
In this study, 498 artificial hybridizations were performed over the six years (2013
to 2018). In 2014 and 2016 the largest numbers of artificial hybridizations were made; this
was possible due to the concomitance of the maternal and paternal parents’ flowerings,
labor availability and the indoor and outdoor climatic conditions of the greenhouse (Table
1). The index of establishment (IE) showed variability ranging from 5.1 to 23.9%, being
considered of low magnitude, but this behavior is justified because it is estimated with a
denominator based on the number of viable heterozygous F1s seeds.
It is therefore defined that this procedure is difficult to perform in a soybean
breeding program, with the general average of about 14%, with increasing need to optimize
these results in order to increase the magnitude of heterozygous constitutions, segregating
populations and families, as well as the probability of obtaining superior genotypes. The
index of establishment refers to the efficiency of the breeder in detecting the point to make
the artificial crossing, the technique used, as well as the interaction between floral, genetic
Genetics and Molecular Research 19 (2): gmr18181
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and environmental mechanisms may modify the response of this procedure. The erroneous
identification of the optimal period, injuries to carpels, nutritional stresses, and allelic
complementarity may influence seed formation or abscission of flowers and pods during the
reproductive period (Keen, 1990).

Figure 1. Relative frequency of successful hybridizations of soybean as a function of the time of crossing (A),
and number of heterozygous seeds formed (B), for the six agricultural years of study.

Stratification of the crossing time (Figure 1A) was used to determine the best period
for the hybridization, to maximize the number of heterozygous seeds. The oscillation of the
air temperature, solar radiation incidence and relative air humidity oscillates during the day,
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due to this the greater rates of the index of establishment (IE) occurred when the
hybridization procedure was carried out between 8:15 and 9:45, this space of 90 minutes
reflected in 60.21% success in the hybridizations performed, which is the best period to
increase the efficiency of the breeding program. The higher efficiency of viable seed
formation was evident in the class corresponding to the period of 9:45 (38%), due to the
mild temperature and relative humidity conditions in the period.
The soybean flower is hermaphroditic, cleistogamic with reduced dimensions,
which may hinder the artificial hybridization process, mainly due to mechanical injuries due
to the emasculation process and errors in the pollination stages. The process of germination
of the pollen grain at the end of the stigma is due to the physiological and metabolic
responses of substances (Gazzoni, 2017), showing the maturity of gynaecine and the
availability of pollen. Research by Cruden (2000), defines that the nutritional conditions of
the plant determine the quality of the pollen produced. Studies by Gazzoni (2017) point out
that plants under ideal environmental conditions express higher seed production due to
adequate pollination, fertilization and maintenance of fertilized flowers.
Pods with only one viable heterozygous seed present superiority to total pods
formed, where 41.9% of the artificial soybean hybridizations result in pods with only one
seed (Figure 1B). Injuries caused by the emasculation process can result in a decrease in the
frequency of pods with two, three or four seeds formed. In this context, maximizing the
magnitude of F1s seeds in the soybean breeding program can be obtained by increasing the
number of crosses performed during the optimum period of the day, or together increasing
the probability of obtaining pods with more seeds formed.
The search for understanding the relationship between specific parent-based crosses
based on markers and phenotypic information becomes relevant. For breeders the efficient
choice of parents is one of the most difficult tasks of breeding, as well as understanding
which of these should be maternal or paternal, what are the reciprocal effects, maternal
effects or heritages, genetic distance, nuclear, cytoplasmic of mitochondria and chloroplasts
contribution (Pulcinelli, 1992).
The general and stratified linear associations were determined regarding the specific
characteristics of the parents based on flower color, growth habit and relative maturation
group. In this way, the time of crossing was correlated with the number of seeds formed.
Significant inverse association for these attributes only in the stratification for the relative
maturation group (r: -0.25). In this way, it is verified that the advance of the period of the
day that the crossing was carried out there was the decrease of the number of seeds formed.
This is still dependent on the relative maturation group of the parents used, because as it is
expressed higher, there is a lower probability of formation of viable heterozygous seeds, a
behavior that did not prove to be similar for the stratification as to the color of the flower
and habit of growth.
The relative contribution of the characters by the method of Singh (1981), make it
possible to determine which characters most influence the distinction between groups of
associations. Thus, the color of the flowers (Figure 2A) and the growth habit (Figure 2B) of
the soybean showed that at the time of crossing, the greatest contribution was made to
differentiate the responses from the artificial hybridizations, being 55.74 and 58.87%
respectively. However, when stratifying the relative maturation group of the parent (Figure
2C), the number of seeds formed contributed 60.55%, being defined as the most important
and of high variability.
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Figure 2. Relative contribution of the stratified characters to the flower color of the soybean parents (A), growth
habit of the parents (B), and relative maturation group (C), based on the time of crossing and number of seeds
formed measured during the six years of study.

With emphasis on the flower color of the parent (Figure 3), these associations were
segregated into three groups. Pattern I is formed by hybridizations using maternal parents of
white flowers crossed with paternal parents with white flowers (WC x WC) and maternal
parents with purple and paternal flowers with purple flowers (PC x PC), in this context, the
use of the parents with similar flower coloration result in similarity of the response
regarding the crossing period, number of seeds formed and index of establishment. When
revealing a contrasting combination of maternal and paternal parents with white and purple
flowers (WC x PC and PC x WC), they are found to cause considerable polymorphism in
the evaluated characters.
In stratifying the hybridization trends regarding the growth habit of the parents
used, it is defined that (Figure 4) the use of the maternal and paternal parents with semideterminate growth habit (SDGH x SDGH), as well as maternal parent with indeterminate
growth habit crossed with paternal genitor with determinate growth habit (IGH x DGH)
evidences similar pattern when at the period of realization of the crosses and magnitude of
the seeds formed. Another defined pattern is based on the maternal parents of the semideterminate growth habit crossed with the determinate growth habit (SDGH x DGH), as
well as maternal and paternal parents with indeterminate growth habit (IGH x IGH). The
other heterozygous combinations formed the third standard being these IGH x SDGH, DGH
x IGH and SDGH x IGH.
Genetics and Molecular Research 19 (2): gmr18181
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GMB x GPR

GMR x GPB

GMB x GPB

GMR x GPR

Figure 3. Dendrogram based on the genetic distance obtained by the mean Euclidean matrix and UPGMA grouping
method, where the phenotypic marker of the soybean parents based on the flower color was stratified, the combination
being identified by the flower coloration of the maternal parent (PC: purple flower and WC: white flower) crossed with
the paternal parent (PC: purple flower and WC: white flower).

H
CS

D

x

H
CD

HCI x HCD

It was possible to classify the 498 crosses directed in 51 specific classes using the
relative maturation groups 4.8, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.8, 5.9, 6.0, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 ,
6.8 (Figure 5). Where the maternal parent x paternal genitor was ordered, being established that
according to the time of crossing, number of seeds formed and index of establishment was
possible to represent ten specific crosses profiles when stratification of maturation groups of the
parents.

HCI x HCI

HCSD x HCSD

HCD x HCI

H
CI
x

H
CS

D

HCSD x HCI

Figure 4. Dendrogram based on the genetic distance obtained by the mean Euclidean matrix and UPGMA grouping
method, where the phenotypic marker of the soybean parents based on the soybean growth habit was stratified. The
combination was identified by the growth habit of the maternal parent (determinate growth habit: DGH, semideterminate growth habit: SDGH, indeterminate growth habit: IGH) crossed with the paternal parent (determinate
growth habit: DGH, semi-determinate growth: SDGH; indeterminate growth habit: IGH).
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Figure 5. Dendrogram based on the genetic distance obtained by the mean Euclidean matrix and UPGMA
grouping method, where the phenotypic marker of the soybean parents based on the relative maturation group
was stratified. The combination was identified by the relative maturation group of the maternal parent (4.8, 5.2,
5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.8, 5.9, 6.0, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8) crossed with the paternal parent (4.8, 5.2, 5.3,
5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.8, 5.9, 6.0, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8).

This research had six years of research carried out exclusively for the artificial
hybridization of soybean, being possible to define the ideal period for the crossing and its
effects to the number of seeds formed, as well as the success rate of the hybridizations. At
the same time, associations and profiles of specific crosses were determined based on the
phenotypic markers of the parents. These univariate and multivariate trends are likely to be
employed in future studies and soybean breeding programs that aim to potentiate
heterozygous recombination and genetic variability.

CONCLUSIONS
The efficiency of obtaining heterozygous soybean seeds was 13.8% using planned
crosses under controlled conditions. The optimum period to maximize the number of seeds
wass from 8:15 to 9:45, the magnitude of seeds being inversely proportional to the advance
of the day hours.The flower color and the growth habit of the parents expressed a similar
tendency in which the time of the crossing is determinant for the success of this stage of
breeding.
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